NEW PRODUCTS 2022

SHAKE
SUPERFLY ™ HEAVY WEIGHT SHAKERS/TINS

Premium shakers for those looking for ultra-durability.
> Extra heavy weight base.
> Mirror finish exterior for an elegant appearance.
> Satin finish interior to hide wear.
> Heavy-gauge 18-8 stainless steel to maintain shape .

28 oz. FULL SIZE SHAKER

Accommodates half size shaker or mixing glass.
3 5/8" top diameter, 6 7/8" height.

18 oz. HALF SIZE SHAKER

28 oz.
M37160

18 oz.
M37159

Accommodates full size shaker or mixing glass.
3 1/2" top diameter, 5 1/2" height.

SHAKER SET

One each full and half size shaker. Use in combination
or individually.

Set
M37161

SOHO™ SHAKERS/TINS

Designed with a little more flexibility and a deeper seating than our standard shakers.
> Capped bottoms for greater durability and stability.
> Mirror finish exterior for an elegant appearance.
> Satin finish interior to hide wear.
> Designed for easy separation after shaking.
> 18-8 stainless steel to maintain shape.

28 oz. FULL SIZE SHAKER

Accommodates half size shaker or mixing glass.
3 5/8" top diameter, 6 3/4" height.

28 oz.
M37151

18 oz.
M37150

18 oz. HALF SIZE SHAKER

Accommodates full size shaker or mixing glass.
3 3/8" top diameter, 5" height.

SHAKER SET

One each full and half size shaker. Use in combination
or individually.
Set
M37152
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DOUBLE WALL INSULATED
3-PIECE SHAKER SET

Don’t sweat it at the bar or tableside. Unique design will not freeze
your hands, no matter how long you need to shake your cocktail.
> Double wall construction maintains internal cold temperatures and does
not transfer to exterior surface.
> Mirror finish exterior, satin finish interior.
> Will not sweat like single wall models.
> Designed for easy separation after shaking.
> 19 oz. (550 ml) capacity.

M37157

SKULL SHAKER/TIN

28 oz. full size shaker. Accommodates half size shaker or mixing glass.
3 5/8" top diameter, 7" height.
> Features 6 unique sugar skull designs.
> Satin finish interior to hide wear.
> Heavy gauge 18-8 stainless steel to maintain shape.
> Mirror finish exterior for an elegant appearance.

M37008SKU

SKULL SHAKER SET

One each full and half size shaker.

Set
M37009SKU
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PREP
DELUXE WALNUT MUDDLER

Broad, wide base and tapered shape makes this new-sized muddler easy to handle and grip.
> Wide, flat base for maximum surface for extracting the most out of herbs and fruit.
> Designed for superb leverage and working with any size mixing vessel.
> Ultra-durable walnut wood.
> Hand wash only.
> 8 1/2" overall length.

M37154

BAR KNIFE WITH COVER

Create garnishes with precision and style with this premium bar knife.
> Razor sharp Super Steel blade.
> Beautiful Damascus style blade.
> Triple riveted elegant spalted maple handle.
> Full tang for superior balance.
> Includes wood saya cover with two pins, for safe storage or transportation.
> Additional pins are available.
> 5" blade, 9 3/8" overall length.

M37153

BAR BOARD

The ideal size for cutting fruit and prepping garnishes for cocktails. The thin
profile and light weight are perfect to move wherever you need to work.
Eco-friendly paper composite construction will not absorb odors.
> Will not dull knives.
> Durable and non-porous.
> Built in thumb hold for easy storage.
> Dishwasher safe.
> 6" x 9"

M37137

Mercer Culinary logo, Mercer Culinary, Mercer Cutlery“Coat of Arms”logo, Barfly logo, Barfly, Millennia and Metro
Edge are registered trademarks of Mercer Tool Corp. Precision Plus, The Double, Soho, Superfly, Bar Buddyz and BLU
are trademarks of Mercer Tool Corp.
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